
Dual Fuel Countertop Pizza Oven 
Unleash your inner pizza chef and impress your family and friends 

with the Bull Dual Fuel Countertop Pizza Oven. Elevate your culi-

nary prowess and bring the pizzeria experience home with this 

state-of-the-art countertop pizza oven, designed to deliver 

mouthwatering results every time. Whether you’re a professional 

pizzaiolo or a home chef, this versatile dual fuel pizza oven is 

your secret to creating artisanal pizzas in the comfort of your own 

kitchen. Contact: (800) 521-2855 or www.bullbbq.com. 
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Pit Boss 5-Burner 
Deluxe Griddle 
The Pit Boss 5-Burner Griddle features 

a 5-burner heating system for a bigger, 

hotter, heavier cooking experience 

than ever before. It’s outfitted with 

over 750 square inches of cooking sur-

face to easily cook for a family of four 

or a party of 30 for breakfast, lunch, 

and dinner. The folding legs and bot-

tom shelf offer a handy fold-and-go de-

sign, while the side shelves fold over 

to act as a cover between cooks. Contact: (877) 303-3134 or www.dansons.com. 
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WHAT’S NEW

Tempotest Home Capstone 
Collection 
Tempotest Home, a leading manufacturer of premium 

outdoor fabrics, announces the launch of its latest col-

lection, Capstone. As a crowning luxury collection, it 

showcases fabrics woven with premium, long-staple 

solution-dyed acrylic fibers that are suitable for out-

door performance, but given their incredible softness, 

can easily be used for interior design. The incredible 

performance and elegant design can elevate and en-

hance the livability of your home. Contact:

www.tempotestusa.com. 
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New Wildwoods  
Finish by Gensun 
The new Wildwoods finish brings the look of nature 

to any of Gensun’s collections. Wildwoods is a matte 

finish that will pull more toward green or blue, de-

pending on the fabric and accessories of choice. 

Available on all products except umbrellas. Contact: 

(866) 964-4468 or www.gensuncasual.com.   
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6 Hot 
Products 
To Sell 

Now

Introducing the CAPRI 24 
The CAPRI Insert is a wonder, able to transform an ex-

isting wood-burning fireplace into an updated focal 

point in any room. This Direct Vent Flush Mount Series 

is now available in three sizes and your choice of tradi-

tional brick liner, oak, or driftwood log set, decorative 

stones, or five different colors of crushed glass media. 

With so many options, you’ll find the CAPRI Insert is 

perfectly attuned to your décor vision. Contact:  

(204) 632-1962 or www.marquisfireplaces.net. 
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German Engineering 
Experience the traditional-shaped design  

of the Lina G 36-28 gas fireplace, which is 

rooted in a classic fireplace style and offers 

a generous view of the fire. Realistic ele-

ments of the fire are framed in a modern  

format. The focus remains on delivering  

the perfect fire experience at the highest 

technical level. Within this flame aesthetic, 

function and safety are perfectly paired. 

Contact: www.camina-schmid.com. 
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